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“24 HOURS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD (#5):  
THE PASSION OF CHRIST” 

 (Mark 15:15-21) 
© 2019 Rev. Dr. Brian E. Germano 

 [McKendree U.M.C.; 4-7-19] 
 --I-- 

1. Read NRSV text: Mark 15:15-21 and Pray. 

2. [VIDEO SERIES INTRO (0:48)]  
 A--Since the first part of March, we've been exploring the meaning and significance of 

   the last 24 hours of Jesus' earthly life -- events that changed the world forever.  

B--And today our attention turns to Mark's description of the tragic events immediately  
     after Pilate orders Jesus' execution -- events that are part of what has collectively  
     become known as "The Passion of Christ"  (from Greek pascho & Latin passio, both  
     of which mean "suffering").   1

3.          It's now about 8am, and before Jesus is sent to be crucified, we're told that he is first 
 flogged/whipped (known in Roman terms as "scourging"). 

A--The gospels actually tell us very little about this experience (just that it happened).  
      But we do know from historical sources that Roman scourging was used not only as  
      punishment, but also as a way to deter others from committing similar crimes.  

 1--Victims were stripped naked, their hands tied to a post, & then forced to slump 
     over while being whipped repeatedly -- first on their back, then on their chest.  2

 2--The whip was called a flagrum, and it consisted of leather straps embedded  
      with sharp objects like fish hooks, or pieces of metal and/or glass, designed to  
      tear a victims' flesh from their bones during the whipping. 

 3--Third-century historian Eusebius explains that in Roman scourging, "The  
      sufferer’s veins were laid bare, and their very muscles, tendons & bowels...  
      were open to exposure”  -- so obviously it was a very painful experience. 3

 B--And while some prisoners died during their scourging, the process itself was actually  
      designed merely to deliver the maximum amount of pain short of actually killing  
      them, leaving them just enough strength to carry their cross to the crucifixion site.  4

 C--Now, indications are that during Jesus' scourging, he neither begged for mercy nor  
      displayed any of the behaviors typically expected of someone being scourged , and 5

 that that no doubt angered the soldiers -- they'd broken his body, but not his spirit. 
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4. So, to try to accomplish that, the soldiers actually exceed their orders by leading Jesus  
 into the Praetorium courtyard to be mocked and humiliated after his scourging. 

 A--Mark tells us (Vs. 16) that they gathered together the whole Roman "cohort" (MSG 
"brigade") to watch -- a complement of anywhere between 300-600 men.  6

  1--They first wrap his bruised & bloody shoulders with a purple cloak (something  
       fit for a "king" ), and then begin a mock coronation ceremony, taking a cord  7

       of thorns twisted into a fake "crown" and forcing it upon his already matted  
       head, causing even more blood to trickle down his face. 

  2--Then they place a reed in his hand as a pretend scepter (symbol of a king's  
 authority), and begin to spit on and strike him repeatedly, kneeling down in 
 mock homage saying, “Hail, King of the Jews! Hail, you sorry peasant!"  8

 B--We find displayed here a kind of inhuman cruelty that baffles us even today: 

  1--Here are soldiers who're probably otherwise good, descent people, doing their 
      duty in this backwash post of the Empire, yet here they've become monsters  
      trying to break the spirit of this man whose very existence challenges them. 

  2--It's a story that illustrates our own human brokenness -- how, given the right 
 combination of circumstances and peer pressure, ordinary people can be 
 persuaded both to condone and to do extraordinarily cruel things.  9

5. So, following all of this, Mark tells us that Jesus' clothes are put back on him, and that  
 he's then led away to be crucified (Verse 20). 

 A--Now, most of us know that the Roman cross was made up of two pieces: 
  1--There was (#1) the vertical piece (stipes, pron. stipeeze) that was already in the 
       ground at the crucifixion site; and (#2)  the horizontal piece (petibulum), which  
       was about the size of a railroad tie (weighing 75-100 lbs.), and was meant to be  
       carried by the victim to the crucifixion site. 

  2--In Jesus' case, that distance was about 1/3 mile from the military Praetorium to  
       a hill outside Jerusalem called (in Latin) Calvaria or (in Aramaic) Golgotha.  10

 B--Ordinarily, it's a journey that would take a healthy person 5-10 minutes to make -- but  
       given his weakened condition, it's one that would have probably taken Jesus 30  
       minutes or more, every step a step of agony -- which is why this route ever after is  
       now known as the "Via Dolorosa" (the "way of suffering"). 

 C--And because it's unlikely that Jesus could have carried his own petibulum alone the 
       entire way, Matthew, Mark and Luke record that a Passover visitor named Simon of 
       Cyrene was seized out of the crowd to carry Jesus’ cross at least part way to Golgotha.  11
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--II-- 

6. So,how are we to understand all of this? What's the meaning/purpose of Jesus' "Passion,"  
especially today's stories about his torture, humiliation, & walk along the Via Dolorosa? 

 A--Well, throughout history Christians have suggested different explanations as to why  
       Jesus suffered & died -- in theological terms, we call these "Theories of Atonement"  
       (e.g., explanations as to how God and humanity can be "at-one" with each other).  

 B--There are three basic explanations/theories (with many variations on each), and while 
 I believe that none of them alone fully or adequately explain why Jesus had to suffer  
 & die, I do believe that each of them contributes part of the answer to that question,  
 and that one of them has special value in helping us understand today's scripture. 

7. It's called the “Moral Influence Theory" of Atonement , which basically says that the 12

purpose of Jesus' suffering & death is to touch/prick our conscience so much that we'll be 
inspired ("influenced") to confront evil within ourselves, to repent of our selfish ways,  
and then to choose to live better lives following Christ's example.  13

A--Now, unlike another popular atonement theory which says that Jesus' suffering and 
      death is meant to appease an angry God & to change God's mind about who to  
     "punish" for the world's sin , this explanation focuses on the changing of human  14

     hearts and minds to want to do the right ("moral") thing. 

B--Have any of you ever visited the National Holocaust Museum in Washington DC?...or  
      perhaps one of the Nazi death camps in Europe like Dachau or Auschwitz?  
 1--I remember visiting the Dachau camp when I was a teenager, and feeling 
      sickened by what happened there 
 2--And if any of you have ever been to places like this, then you, too, probably 
     have a sense of the power of this kind of purpose --one can't leave those places 
     without feeling so disturbed by their message that you resolve to do what you 
     can to ensure that those kind of things never happen again. 

C--Well, that's how this Moral Influence Theory explains the Passion of Christ, as well. 

 1--It says, first of all, that when we see all the suffering Jesus went through (like  
     things we talked about today -- his torture, humiliation, and Via Dolorosa  
     journey) that we'll be so emotionally moved by them that we'll want to give  
     ourselves to God through his example.   

  2--And so it's also meant, second of all, to remind us of our own tendencies -- like  
      the soldiers --at times to act cruel & inhumane towards others.   As one author 15

      has put it,"For every child who was ever picked on, taunted,& humiliated Jesus  
      stood there that day.  For every man &woman who was ever made to feel small 
      by others, he stood there that day.  For every victim of torture, everyone falsely 
     accused, everyone who has been abused by another, he stood there that day."  16
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  3--You see, these are stories that are meant to cause us to ask ourselves:  "How  
       much am  I  willing to suffer and risk for my Christian faith?  Am I willing to  
       give up my precious time for the cause of Christ? my money? my skills? what  
      about my reputation? or even my life itself?" -- If Jesus suffered so much for  
      us, then how much are we willing to do for Him? 

--III-- 

8. Obviously, there are no easy answers to the purposes of pain and suffering in our world,  
 because even Jesus (the son of God) was not immune to them. 

 A--But if Jesus' experience in today's stories teach us anything, it's that pain and suffering 
 are not things that should always be run from, but that they instead can become 
 instruments of God's power and grace at work in both our world and our lives. 

 B--So, I don't know what pain or suffering or humiliation YOU are struggling with today,  
      but whatever it is, my prayer is that you'll see that because of "The Passion of Christ,"  
      it's not the end of Jesus's story, and need not be the end of YOUR story, either. 

9. [PRAY: "Lord Jesus, our heart aches with our remembrance of the pain, suffering, and 
 humiliation that you endured in order to move us to change our sinful, selfish ways and 
 choose to follow you. Because of what you experienced,we know that you understand the 
 pain, hurt and humiliation that we sometimes feel as human beings. So, forgive us for the 
 times when we have caused other to experience these things, or when by our words or  
 actions we've made others feel small.  And thank you for demonstrating how to endure  
with dignity and grace the sufferings others unfairly given to us.  In those times, teach us  
to be more like you, and to draw on your strength when we face them. We pray all if this  
in the name of the one who suffered for us all, the name of Jesus, Amen."] 

10. [HOLY COMMUNION] 
ENDNOTES: 

  The phrase the "passion of Christ" is the Christian theological term used for the events and suffering – 1

physical, spiritual, and mental – of Jesus in the hours before and including his trial and execution by 
crucifixion. Technically it refers to nearly all of the events discussed during this entire series (especially 
the events from his agony in the Garden of Gethsemane thru his crucifixion and death).  However, I'm 
introducing it here for the first time in order to use Jesus' scourging, humiliation and walk down the Via 
Dolorosa as a springboard to discuss and focus on the meaning and significance of ALL of Jesus' suffering 
during the entirety of his last 24 hours.   
     The different gospels, in fact, tell slightly different accounts of the story of Jesus’ scourging and 
humiliation. For example, Matthew and Mark place it occurring after the crowd shouts for the release of 
Barabbas and Pilate condemns Jesus to death (Matthew 27:24-31 and Mark 15:16-21). Luke and John, on 
the other hand, places Jesus’ humiliation and scourging before the sentence of death, perhaps as a way to 
appease the crowd short of execution (Luke 23:9-22 and John 19:1-6).

  Sources indicate that in a typical scourging, a victim would be whipped 39 times on the front and back 2

(because 40 was considered fatal, and the goal of scourging was not death but torture).
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 Eusebius, cited in Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, Second Series (Hendrickson Publishers, 1999), 3

Volume 1, p. 189.

  It should be noted that it is from this experience of Jesus that Christians associate the famous "suffering 4

servant" passages of Isaiah 53.  While some believe (both then & today) that the "suffering servant" of that 
chapter should be best understood as a mere personification of the nation of Israel, suffering for its sin 
before the time of exile, the early Christian church looked at this chapter as a prophecy that found 
fulfillment in the suffering of Jesus during his "passion" in today's story. For example, in Isaiah 53:5 we 
read that Isaiah 53:5 "He was wounded for our transgressions, crushed for our iniquities; upon him was 
the punishment that made us whole, and by his bruises we are healed."  It is amazing how much these 
words match Jesus' own experience of being scourged.  So, while the meaning of Jesus' passion (suffering 
and death) can be viewed in any number ways, one way is to understand it is through the lens of 
punishment and forgiveness... that he took upon himself a punishment that was rightly ours (for our sin) 
and instead imparted forgiveness to us while being punished in our place.

  This is probable because of the humiliation and mocking that happened to Jesus next.  Bear in mind that 5

the soldiers' orders were to torture Jesus physically by flogging/scourging him.  But by also torturing him 
emotionally (his mocking and humiliation), they were exceeding their orders.  Though they had broken his 
body through the physical torture, they felt they needed to also try to break his spirit through this 
emotional torture.  It is likely that had Jesus groveled and begged for mercy during his scourging, the 
soldiers may not have felt it necessary to exceed their orders by mocking and humiliating him as they did. 

  Notice here: Jesus wasn't surrounded by just a few fanatical Roman mercenaries, but by several hundred 6

brutal, jeering soldiers.  All that they know about Jesus is that he has been sentenced to die for calling 
himself a king -- that claim was an affront to their culture and their authority, and  their mocking and 
humiliation was meant to show this “would be” just how small and impotent he really was!

  Which is, by the way, why even today, PURPLE is the liturgical color used during the Christian seasons 7

of Advent and Lent -- reminders of the actual "kingship" of Jesus (here used by the Roman soldiers 
mockingly, yet ironically correct).

  Matthew 27:29; Mark 15:18; John 19:3. Yet even here, Jesus doesn't protest or fight back, but accepts it 8

all.  So, here is the true irony:  he who could have destroyed each of those who mocked and beat him with 
just a word to God instead accepts this cruel torture as a way of taking upon himself all the evil that 
humanity is capable of delivering and identifying with us in our broken, humanness.

  The actions of the soldiers (and even inactions of some of them) is actually an indictment against all 9

humans -- that we “good people” are all capable of doing evil things if the right circumstances are 
presented.  Think of the Holocaust and what happened when good people stood by and did nothing.  These 
words attributed to Martin Niemöeller (a Lutheran pastor in Nazi Germany during World War 2) say it 
well:  “First they came for the Communists and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Communist.  Then they 
came for the Jews and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Jew.  Then they came for the Catholics and I 
didn't speak up because I was a Protestant.  Then they came for me and by that time there was no one left 
to speak up anymore." How do things like this come about?  Pastor and author Adam Hamilton explains, 
"Ordinary people can be persuaded to do extraordinary and awful things.  Given the right combination of 
ideology, authority, and gradual desensitization, all of us can become monsters, capable of destroying 
others with weapons ranging from words to gas chambers.  It is a reality we must face and guard against, 
looking instead to God and trying to understand who he has called us to be" [Hamilton, 24 Hours that 
Changed the World (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2009), p. 86].   He notes that this problem is not confined 
only to other world cultures, but also even to the treatment that Americans have given others, as well:  
American slavery; treatment of native-American people; acts of racial discrimination; and even the actions 
of a few American soldiers during the Vietnam War and (more recently) the inhumane treatment of some 
Iraqi POWs during the Iraq War. The problem, he notes, lies within ourselves - in the human condition.  As 
a result, we Christians need to have and support practices and policies that help guard against losing our 
humanity, even for our enemies and those who have committed crimes. 
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  “Golgotha” literally means “the skull” -- a reference to the fact either that the site and it surroundings 10

was littered with human skulls from all the crucifixions that took place there (it was probably also one of 
the city's garbage dumps), OR because the hill was itself a 30-foot high outcropping overlooking the main 
road into Jerusalem and contained rock formations that from a distance look like a human skull.

  Tradition holds that Simon was so moved by this experience of carrying Jesus' cross that he and his wife 11

later became Christians and prominent leaders of the early church, and that at the time of Mark’s writing 
(around 60 C.E.), his two sons (Alexander and Rufus) were well-known members of the church in Rome 
(Mark 15:21 refers to "Simon of Cyrene" as the "father" of both of these).

 Also called the "Subjective Influence" or "Moral Exemplar" Theory of Atonement, it was one of the 12

most popular explanations in the early church for why Jesus suffered and died, held by such early church 
leaders like Clement of Rome, Ignatius of Antioch, Polycarp, Clement of Alexandria, Hippolytus of Rome, 
Origen, Irenaeus, and later by theologians like Augustine, Immanuel Kant, and Pierre Abélard.

  The Wikipedia article on the Moral Influence Theory of Atonement says that "the purpose and work of 13

Jesus Christ was to bring positive moral change to humanity. This moral change came through the 
teachings and example of Jesus, the Christian movement he founded, and the inspiring effect of his 
martyrdom and resurrection" [Wikipedia article "Atonement in Christianity" (www.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Atonement_in_Christianity#Atonement_in_Christianity)].

 This is the basic teaching and assumption in the "Satisfaction" Theory of Atonement, more popularly 14

today known as the "Substitutionary Theory" (or "Penal Substitution" view).  Though it was first proposed 
in the 11th-century C.E. by Anselm of Canterbury, and refined as the "Substitutionary" theory by John 
Calvin and John Campbell, it  is extremely popular in more conservative, evangelical theologies today.   It 
essentially teaches that since God’s justice required a sacrifice of blood, instead of an animal/lamb, Jesus 
was punished (i.e., suffered and died) in our place (i.e., he was "substituted" for us).  God's requirements 
for a holy and just sacrifice were "satisfied" through the  sacrifice of Jesus, the "spotless lamb of God."  
While this is helpful to a degree, the  danger of it is that it  can be viewed as painting an image of God the 
Father as bloodthirsty, wrathful, angry and self indulgent -- an image that the life and teachings of Jesus 
seem to contradict.  Variations on this "Substitutionary/Satisfaction" view include the "Governmental" 
theory of atonement (Christ suffered for humanity so that God could forgive humans apart from 
punishment while still maintaining divine justice, espoused by Christian leaders such as Hugo Grotius, 
Jonathan Edwards, and Charles Finney), and the "Scapegoating" theory (Jesus as  divine scapegoat, 
espoused by leaders like James Alison, Gerhard Förde, René Girard, and William Tyndale). 
      The third major Theory of Atonement is  knowns as  the "Christus Victor" (sometimes called the 
"Ransom") Theory/View -- first espoused by Gregory of Nyssa, Origen of Alexandria, and Irenaeus of 
Lyons (as the "Recapitulation" view).  It teaches that Christ's suffering death is the means by which the 
powers of evil, which held humankind under their dominion, were defeated once and for all. 
         For more information about all of these theories, read the Wikipedia article "Atonement in  
Christianity" at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atonement_in_Christianity. 

 We're invited to ask what evil lies within ourselves? Are we willing to let Christ’s Passion/suffering help 15

us recognize it within us, and to allow ourselves to be changed so that we accept the power of love to 
overcome it?

 Pastor and author Adam Hamilton, 24 Hours That Changed The World: 40 Days of Reflection 16

(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2009), p. 131.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atonement_in_Christianity

